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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to determine how the effectiveness of guidance to the targeted citizens in prisons class 1 Makassar, and to determine what factors affect the effectiveness of the implementation of guidance of the assisted citizens in prisons class 1 Makassar. This research method is empirical law research, namely research on the implementation of legal rules and legal effectiveness.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Penitentiary is a technical implementation unit under the Directorate General of Correctional Ministry of Justice and Human Rights (formerly Department of Justice). The penitentiary can be a prisoner (prisoner) or a prisoner, meaning that the person is still in court and has not been determined guilty or not by a judge. The civil servant who handles guidance of prisoners and prisoners in prisons is called the correctional officer, or formerly known as the prison warden.

The imprisonment in its history is known as the public reaction as a criminal act committed by a lawbreaker, therefore the imprisonment is also referred to as the criminal disappearance of independence. Imprisonment systems that are used are inconsistent and the system of treatment applied is inadequate to educate the prisoners. In addition, in the prison system, human rights are hardly noticed. Inmates are treated inhumanly and inhumanly, that is why it is said that the conceptual system of imprisonment is contrary to its purpose, and the imprisonment system is not suitable to apply.

The concept of prison was first initiated by the Minister of Justice Sahardjo in 1963. The task of imprisonment is not only to execute punishment, but a much more severe task is to return people convicted in society. In accordance with the main purpose of establishment of penitentiary mentioned in article 2 of law no.12 year 1995 correctional that is forming prisoner to become whole human being who realize its mistake, repairing itself, and not repeat crime so that it can be accepted by society and become citizen good and responsible. It is intended that the function of penitentiary to prepare the guardian of the community in order to be able to integrate healthily with the community, so that it can play a role as a free and responsible member of society as stipulated in article 3 of law no. 12 year 1995 about pemasyarakatan can be realized. It can not be separated also the pattern of coaching (character coaching, mental coaching, and formation of faith) in prisons must be really run.

Guidance of prisoners as stipulated in correctional law, the guidance of prisoners is also regulated in government regulation no.31 year 1999 concerning fostering of prisoners of correctional institution (hereinafter written government regulation no.31 year 1999 regarding guidance and maintenance of correctional prisoners), that is in article 2 pp no. 31 of 1999 on the guidance and guidance of prisoners of correctional institution

Guidance and guidance of inmates include coaching and guidance programs in the form of personality building activities and independence building activities. All this is done prisoners are the people of Indonesia own nation that has rights that should be fulfilled, including the right to life and the right to protection and free from threats.

The rights possessed by prisoners should be given by way of personality guidance that is directed to mental and character development so that the prisoner becomes a whole human being, piety and responsible to self, family, community, while self-directed development directed to the guidance of talent and skill in order the inmate can return to play a free and responsible member of society. The development of prisoners' development goals is closely related to the purpose of coaching. The purpose of coaching is pemasyarakatan, can be divided into three things:

A. After leaving the prison no longer commits a criminal.
B. Being A Useful Human Being, Playing An Active And Creative Role In Building The Nation And The State
C. Able To Get Closer To The One Great God And Bring Happiness In Both The World And The Next.


The Existence Of A Good Law Enforcement Process Should Be Run In Accordance With What Is Expected, Or No Inequality In The Process Of Its Implementation. In Accordance With Ketentuan Embedded In Article 1 Paragraph (3) Of The 1945 Republic Of Indonesia Constitution That The State Of Indonesia Is A State Of Law. Upholding The Law To Reach The Goal Of The Republic Of Indonesia Is To Create A Just And Prosperous Society Based On Pancasila, In An Effort To Achieve Those Goals There Are Often Legal Problems Caused By The Authorities In Carrying Out Their Duty Cederung Out Of The Corridor Of Law

Law Is A Set Of Norms Or Rules To Regulate The Social Life Of Society Which, When Violated The Effect Of Law (Sanctions). The Law Derived From The Values Grow And Develop In A Society, Therefore The Development Of Law Is Strongly Influenced By The Development Of Society Itself

One Of The Functions Of The Law Is A Tool To Protect People From Crimes Committed By Other Human Beings, When There Is A Violation Of The Law It Will Be Sanctioned For Offenders (One Of Which Is Imprisonment), Formerly Sanski Seen As Retaliation But Over Time That Change, Sanctions Are Protection As Well As Coaching For People Who Have Committed Crimes Or Offenses For Later When Returned To Community Communities Can Interact Well

Article 10 Of The Criminal Code Regulates The Form And Types Of Criminal Offenses, One Of Which Is The Imprisonment Which Is Included In The Form Of The Principal Penalty. The Imprisonment As A Means To Punish The Perpetrators Of Criminal Offenses Whose Application Only Began In The Late 18th Century Which Stems From The Ideology Of Individualism And The Humanitarian Movement. The Imprisonment Increasingly Plays An Important Role In Shifting The Position Of Capital Punishment And Other Criminal Torture That Is Considered Cruel.

For The Indonesian State Based On Pancasila, New Thinking About The Criminal Function Is No Longer Merely Torture But Also An Effort To Rehabilitate The Social Reintegration Of The Assisted Citizens. Penitentiary System Is An Order Of Direction And Boundary And Way Of Guidance Of Prisoners Of Penitentiary Institution Based On Pancasila Which Is Implemented In An Integrated Manner Between The Builder, Who Is Nurtured, And The Society To Improve The Quality Of The Penitentiary Prisoners To Realize Mistake And Have Legal Awareness, Self Improvement And Not Repeat Criminal Acts That Have Been Committed So As To Be Accepted Back By The Community Environment, Can Play An Active Role In The Development, Responsible And Able To Live Fairly As A Good Citizen.


Criminal Is The Suffering That Is Deliberately Charged By The State To A Person Who Has Committed A Prohibited Act (A Criminal Offense). Criminal Act Is A Reaction To The Offense That Many Intangible A Nestapa Deliberately Imposed By The State On The Maker Of Offense And Also Formulated In Law. Inmates Who Are Criminals Who Are Criminals And Deprived Of Independence In Correctional
Institutions Are Those Who Are In A Weak Position And Incapable Of Being Compared To The General Population Who Have Freedom, Because The Prisoners Will Be Deprived Of Their Independence For A Certain Period Of Time And Have Limited Space By The Prison Wall.

In Essence, Prisons Aim To Educate, Nurture, Guide Prisoners, And Improve The Mindset And Mentality Of Convicted Prisoners. Though Still Often Seen, Heard And Read About The Existence Of Perpetrators Of Crime Relapse Or Often Known As The Term Residivis Which Is A Separate Problem That Requires Handling By Various Parties Principal Government.

In This Regard, The Presence Of Correctional Institutions Needs To Be Maintained In Existence, Therefore The Main Purpose Is To Educate, Nurse The Naraidana In The Future After They Serve Their Sentence, To Return To The Community And Become A Good Citizen And Useful For The Development Of Nation And State. The Implementation Of Guidance On Prisons Should Ideally Be Based On Law No. 12 Of 1995 On Corrections And Human Rights Law Because Prisoners Are Also Citizens. More Than That Prisoners Are Human Beings Who Have Basic Rights And Rights So That It Needs To Be Given Coaching.

A. Problem Formulation
Based On The Description Above, The Authors Draw The Subject Matter As Follows:
1. How Is The Effectiveness Of Guidance To The Targeted Citizens In Prison Class 1 Makassar?
2. What Factors Affect The Effectiveness Of The Implementation Of Guidance Of The Assisted People In Prison Class 1 Makassar?

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Theory Of Effectiveness


III. DISCUSSION

Penitentiary Is An Order About The Direction And Limits And The Way Of Fostering Of Penitentiary Prisoners Based On Pancasila Which Is Implemented In An Integrated Way Among The Coaches, Who Are Nurtured, And The Community To Improve The Quality Of Prisoners To Realize Mistakes, Improve Themselves, And Not Repeat The Crime So It Can Be Accepted Again By The Community Environment, Can Actively Play A Role In Development, And Can Live Fairly As A Good And Responsible Citizen (Article 1 Point 2 Of Law No. 12 Of 1995 On Corrections).

As The Organization Or Institution In General Has A Purpose. Penitentiary Lists The Objectives To Be Achieved In Articles 2 And 3 Of Law No.12 Of 1995 On Corrections.

Section 2:
The Correctional System Is Organized In Order To Establish Prisoners To Be Fully Human, To Realize Mistakes, To Improve Themselves And Not To Repeat Criminal Acts So That They Can Be Re-Accepted By The Community, Can Actively Play A Role In Development, And Can Live Fairly As A Good And Responsible Citizen.

Article 3:
The Penitentiary System Serves To Prepare The Prisoners Of The Penitentiary In Order To Integrate Healthily With The Community, So That It Can Play An Active Role Again As A Free And Responsible Member Of Society.

Although Set Objectives To Be Achieved In Practice Is Not Likely To Be Achieved Or Not Efektiv Because 4 Things, Namely:

2. Environmental Characteristics Includes Two Aspects. The First Aspect Is The External Environment That Is Outside The Boundaries Of The Organization And Is Very Influential On The Organization, Especially In Decision Making And Taking Action. The Second Aspect Is The Internal Environment Known As The Organizational Climate That Is The Whole Environment Within The Organization.

3. Characteristics Workers Are The Most Influential Factor On Effectiveness. Inside Each Individual Will Be Found Many Differences, But Individual Awareness Of The Differences Is Very Important In An Effort To Achieve Organizational Goals. So If An Organization Wants Success, The Organization Must Be Able To Integrate Individual Goals With Organizational Goals.


Efforts To Make Changes And Renewal In The Field Of Prisoner Treatment In Indonesia Begins By Sahardjo Who Served As Minister Of Justice At That Time. Precisely On July 15, 1963 At The State Palace Of The Republic Of Indonesia In The Awarding Of Doctor Honoris Causa Degree Of Law, He Said At The Time That: Everyone Is A Human Being And Must Be In The Convict That He Is A Criminal. Instead He Must Always Feel That He Is Viewed And Treated As A Human Being. This View Is The Basis Of Penitentiary, Griya Winaya Jamna Miwarga Laksa Dharmesti. Which Means A Home For Misguided Human Education In Order To Be Obedient To The Law And Do Good.

Before Embracing A Penitentiary System, In Indonesia The Penal System Adopted Is A Prison System. The Prison System Considers Punishment To Be An Isolation Of Criminals To Protect The People, Preferring Retaliation Or Satisfying The Grudges Of The People Against The Criminal, And There Is Absolutely No Element Of Coaching For My Slave. The Starting Point Of The Transformation Of The Indonesian Penal System From The Prison System To The Penitentiary System Is, Thanks To The Role Of Criminology And Criminal Law That Began To Think About Rehabilitation Efforts Against Inmates, And Agreed Upon Standard Minimum Rules For The Treatment Of Prisoners.

The Guidance Of A Convict In The Penitentiary Of Makassar City, Has Implemented Guidance As Per The Mandate Of Law No. Law No. 12/1995 On Corrections, That The Direction And Limits And Guidance Of Penitentiary Prisoners Based On Pancasila Are Carried Out In An Integrated Manner Between Supervisors, Who Are Nurtured, And The Community To Improve The Quality Of Prisoners To Realize Mistakes, Improve Themselves, And Not Repeat Offenses So That They Can Re-Accepted By The Community, Can Actively Play A Role In Development, And Can Live Fairly As A Good And Responsible Citizen.

The Correctional System Of The Class I Penitentiary Of Makassar, In Particular To Prisoners Who Were Sentenced To Imprisonment, And Imprisonment, Has Been Done Well By Educating, Guiding And Directing Prisoners, So That After Completing His Sentence He May Return To Be A Good Member Of Society Useful To The Nation And State, And Not To Commit Crimes Anymore.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Whole Process Of Fostering Prisoners With Correctional Systems In Class I Pemasyarakatan Makassar Is An Integral Regularity To Restore Inmates To The Masyarakat With Provision Of Skills (Mental, Physical, Skills, Integrity, As Much As Possible Financial And Material) Needed To Become A Good Citizen And Useful.
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